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EVOLUTION OF THE INHABITANTS OF JAVA
by Raden Mas NOTO SOEROTO

With coloured illustrations (autochrome) by Prof. Dr' A. H. BLAAUW ; I. A. OCHSE and TASSILO ADAM

I. INHABITANTS

\gfSi fS^^e is^an<^ or Java is inhabited principally by one race, but of various nationalities.

S%m
MSjM Besides, in addition to Europeans of various nationalities concerning which we shall

Wj not say anything for the present, many foreigners of the most divergent nationalities

-">™ from gigantic Asia have established themselves on this island. The inhabitants of

other islands of the Indies Archipelago have also yielded their quota. As far as history has

allowed this to be seen foreigners have streamed into Java, these, however, have always allowed

themselves to become assimilated by the Javanese. It is unknown who were th,e original inhab-

itants of that country, it is certain, however, that the three great Javanese peoples who now
inhabit the island were once of foreign origin: the actual Javanese, the Sundanese and Madur-

ese. These three races speak tongues belonging to the Malay-Polynesian group of languages,

extending from Madagascar, off Africa, to Formosa beyond Japan. Moreover that language

group extends from the mainland of Asia to close to the coasts of America, throughout the

numerous islands comprising that world archipelago. It is only here and there, among the East

Indies islands, such as North Halmahera with Tidore and Ternate and also in the greater part

of New Guinea that people pre found who do not speak any Malay-Polynesian tongue.

The three aboriginal races of Java thus belong to the great Malay-Polynesian family, the

section which inhabits the Indies Archipelago is customarily called Indonesian. As we have

seen these Indonesians are not aborigines of the island. They came from elsewhere, from whence

is unknown, several scholars of name, i. a. Professor Kern, however, sought the starting point

of the distribution of the entire Malay-Polynesian original race in Further India.

Though no languages of the former inhabitants of Java have come down to us, it is, nevertheless,

not out of the question that upon this island areas are to be found where the inhabitants have

become less mixed with the newly arrived Malay-Polynesians than elsewhere. To trace these,

however, would require a dose anthropological investigation lasting for years, with which on

the great mass of the population calculations and somatic tests would have to be made, such





as have been effected in several of the countries of Europe. Such an expensive investigation

will certainly not be able to be carried out for years to come.

Several problems occur, e. g. whether the three great races in Java became established on the

island simultaneously. Possibly, even probably, there were formerly also several other nations

that were supplanted by one of these three. All of this, and also the relations in which the races

stand to each other, owing.to the lack of history concerning this and of prehistorical discoveries

of works, from which a history of the racial movement is to be constructed, is only to be traced

by a close and calm study of the tongues spoken by those peoples. The language of a race has,

in any case, proved to be an archive in which the entire past of that people is retained. It is

not our purpose, however, to occupy ourselves with studies in the sphere of language and
language comparisons, hence we shall confine ourselves to a sketchy description of the three

races of the island of Java. To begin with, we shall make some observations concerning the

naming of those races. The names Java, Sunda and Madura are all three derived from Sanscrit.

The reason of the name Madura, after the city Mathura in Northern India or of Madoerei in

Southern India, is not clear.

Java is derived from the Sanscrit Yawadpipa, "Millet Island", known as far back as about the

beginning of the christian era in Alexandria, Egypt and in the ancient Indian poem Ramayana.
It is quite possible, for various reasons, that Yawa-dwipa in the most ancient times was the name
given to South Sumatra; Palembang, Djawa'l-kabir, Great Java, is still really called Java. That

nomenclature may have then been transferred together with the Malays to present-day Java.

The name Sunda probably goes back to the Peninsular Indian myth concerning Sunda and

Opasunda, thus presuming a fraternal race. It is unknown where this is to be found.

This Peninsular Indian influence is solely to be observed directly among the Javanese. If Sans-

crit, the devotional tongue of the Hindus survives anywhere, then it is here. Many hundreds

of Sanscrit words, frequently in almost unaltered form of word, have been taken over in Java-

nese and so continue to survive, while those same words, on the mainland of India, have

undergone the ordinary sound evolutions to which, everywhere in the world, the words of a

language with a history of many centuries, have been subjected.

We shall say something later concerning the history of Hindu relations, how the all-pene-

trating Peninsular Indian high civilisation was among that race is proved convincingly from the

fact that Java is covered with the ruins of splendid temples, concerning which we shall also

have something to say later on. Among the Sundanese and Madurese, however, on the other

hand, practically nothing of such ruins prevails. As regards these two races, the Javanese are

the civilised race, what does occur among the two other races of higher mental evolution is

of Javanese origin. And that Javanese influence goes so far beyond the island itself, Bali and

Lombok, S. Borneo, Palembang and further, S. Sumatra, as if everything is radiated by a Cen-

tral Java sun.

The difference in character and knowledge between the Javanese and the two other races is

also great. The much slighter racial civilisation of the Sundanese and Madurese is thus ever

conspicuous. There is further the factor that these three races, just as most of the races of the

Archipelago, have a typical racial character, causing the nationalities to stand out much more

distinctly as regards each other, than is the case, e.g. with European nationalities. Physically

too, the three races are to be very easily distinguished.





We shall primarily consider the Javanese. With none of the three races is the difference in

type so great as among these. Everwhere in Java, — even though this is not so obvious to a
European foreigner immediately, he having first to learn to see and distinguish — the most
divergent types of humanity are combined. In any case, however, upon longer experience, it

can immediately be said of a person whether he comes from the north coast, Sourabaya, Jogja
or from Solo. The Javanese has an appearance more akin to the Arian than the Sundanese and
Madurese. The forehead is rather high and broad, slopes backwards somewhat and is rounded
off with a gentle bend at the crown and temples. The eyes, covered by thin, curved eyebrows,
project somewhat strongly owing to this, at all events, more so than by the Sundanese, though
generally less than with the pure Malay. The orbit of the eye, which among the Malay races

is generally narrower than among Europeans, but wider than among most Asiatics, slants in

a very slight degree, among the Madurese and Javanese this appears generally to be rather

wide and horizontal, among the Sundanese, however, the slant is to be distinctly observed.

Among the Malay race the nose is somewhat small, does not project, the upper part flat, for

the rest straight, with somewhat rounded point and with broad wings and wide and rather

strongly opened nostrils. Among the Javanese that organ does not always correspond to this

description, among them it being often hooked and may often be called an acquiline nose.

With the Sundanese, on the other hand, it is generally short, flat and broad. Among all Malay
races the mouth is large, with thick, well formed lips, with the Javanese it is larger and more
protruding than with the Sundanese.

The Madurese have, unquestionably, the most remarkable racial character. Madura is a poor,

but slightly fertile island, hence the inhabitants have to exert greater energy to provide for

their own necessities of life. Even to the eye the Madurese is more strongly built and more

muscular, though not taller than the Javanese. His face is broader, not so finely cut, the cheek-

bones protude more strongly and the features are bolder and frequently coarse. His voice is

louder and he is viewed by Europeans, having associated much with the Javanese, as being

illmannered. The women have the appearance of being somewhat awkward and, generally

speaking, are not to be exactly spoken of as being beautiful. In West Madura, and among
those having Javanese blood in their veins, however, beautiful examples do occur. A predom-

inating characteristic of the Madurese is his parsimony. In this he forms a striking contrast

to the Javanese and Sundanese, in whose blood is prodigality. He is keen on just treatment,

has an extremely strong sense of honour, the piso blati (a kind of dagger) is used for a trifle,

murders in hot temper are frequent occurrences in the Madurese areas. He is also feared by

the Javanese for his spirit of revenge and is considered as being an inferior, owing to his

awkwardness. That is why the Javanese and Madurese live in separate villages in Besoeki.

Still, owing to his energy and honesty, he is held in great respect by Europeans for various

kinds of work. He appears, however, to have less powers of persistence with working than a

Javanese, who, by nature, is also very eager to learn.

The Sundanese are an entirely different race. In stature they are somewhat shorter than the

Javanese, their cheekbones are more protruding and the eyes are more slanting. The forehead

is generally high, the chin somewhat receding. Gentleness is their most conspicuous charac-

teristic. With the Javanese, they are an extremely polite people, the Sundanese will have

nothing to do with rough insults, street scenes, such as these frequently occur in European
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countries. He is ready to render assistance and has much fine tact in his association with people,

he is a born diplomat. As against this he possesses the vices of superficiality and credulity. He
lives from hand to mouth and is prodigal, just as the Javanese. He is also considered as being

revengeful. Q
If Europeans, who have had much to do with various races of the Archipelago, are asked with

which race they prefer to associate, the reply is almost invariably, with the Javanese. The
Javanese are certainly the most civilised, fundamentally even more so than the Europeans. It

is, however, difficult to write concerning the national characteristics of one's own race, even

though one avails oneself of quotations from other works. G
Java is an extremely densely populated country. Except the four million Madurese (of which

the l
3^ millions on the very thinly populated, unfertile island Madura itself) and 7'lv millions

of Sundanese, the rest of the population is Javanese, the number of which is estimated at 30 mil-

lions. The Javanese then are the greatest nation of the entire Malay-Polynesian race and Java

is even more and more densely populated than the Philippines, where the most numerous race,

the Tagalens, does not count 7 millions. Apart from Java and the Philippines, throughout the

great sea of islands, tribes only are found, no races. Hence it is to be comprehended that the

Javanese — for the high average of density of population of 314.5 souls per square kilometre

is reached solely by the areas inhabited by the actual Javanese — emigrate to the other islands
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Women treading rice. Autochrome I. A. Ochse.

of Indonesia, and also elsewhere. On the East Coast of Sumatra their number exceeds, 100.000,

further, Javanese are to be found in the Federated States of Malacca, in the Straits Settlements,

in S. Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, Further-India, New Caledonia and Surinam.

Simular exoduses also took place in earlier centuries.

II. HISTORY
As most ancient report concerning Java, is mentioned: one of the renowned Greek geographers,

Ptolemaios, of the second century A. D. and one of the Bombay editions of the Sanscrit poem,

the Ramayana: "Carefully explore Yawadwipa which is lustrous with its seven kingdoms, the

gold and silver island, rich in gold-mines". The country was called Iabadiu by the Greek author,

a Prakrit form that is also found in the Chinese reports of some centuries later: Jo-pho-ti, that

has to return to a Jabadi (u). That Prakrit form proves that the name of the island was known
among the people in Peninsular India.

It is not known how old the relations of Peninsular India are. A series of stories of adventurous

travels is said to have existed there, starting out from the ancient seaport Bharukaccha, by the

Greeks Barygaza, modern (Broach), in the manner of the wanderings of Odysseus, or those
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of Sinbad the Sailor, that is also of Indian origin. Excerpts from these have been retained, i. a.

in the famed Pali manuscript of the Djatakas, (the earlier lives of Buddha). In these, allusions

to Java are found that are not indistinct. The nucleus of the Djatakas, the section in verse
(gathas) is considered as being older than the commencement of the christian era, hence the

course of those stories must have prevailed several centuries before Christ.

Besides these simple statements, we have the manuscript concerning the travels of Chinese
pilgrims. After Buddhism had penetrated, in the first centuries A. D., throughout Cenral Asia
(Kutcha), many Chinese felt the need of visiting, for the purpose of study, the country where
Buddha had lived and worked. Many of them made the voyage by sea via the Indies Archi-

pelago, some of them wrote books of travel stories. One of the most famous travellers is

Fa-Hian, who left China in 399 or 400 A.D. On his return voyage, in 414, he got out of the

course and after sailing around for three months reached Jo-pho-ti (see the foregoing), a name
well-known to the sailors, who, just as on the other pilgrims' vessels, were Hindus.

The impression is acquired from all these reports that Java had a rather high civilisation in

the early centuries of the christian era, then strongly under Hindu influence. The history of

Java may be divided into four periods:

I. The Hindu-Javanese period.

II. The Central-Java period, or the time of Majapahit. D
III. Java as a Moslem country.

IV. Java since its relations with Europeans. D

The sources for both of the first periods consist principally of inscriptions found upon copper,

stone and rocks, and further from the Chinese reports. Later come, in addition, such native

manuscripts as Nagarakrtagama, of the court poet Prapanca, in old Javanese, and Ken Angrok,

or the ,,Book of the Kings of Toemapel", in medieval Javanese. Owing to diligent study during

the past forty years much has come to light that was for centuries unknown.

In 435 A.D. the King of West Java sent an envoy to China. The Chinese represent such

missions, just as many others took place in the succeeding centuries, as having for their pur-

pose the paying of homage to the Emperor of China. From the stataments of merchants and

sailors the Chinese wrote down everything concerning conditions in Java. They state that the

residence of the King was surrounded by palisadings. The houses were thatched with palm

leaves and idjoek, as is at precent customary and, just as now, there were then also mats and

bamboo. The royal residence had two storeys, the King sat upon an ivory bench. The inhab-

itants ate with their fingers, palm wine was already a favourite beverage. The use of letters

was known and there was also a comprehension of astronomy. An active trade was conducted

in costly articles, for the country was very rich. Among other things, gold, silver, ivory and

rhinoceros horn were exported to China. Thus reads the description of the Kingdom of Kaling,

Central Java, which must have been situated around Djapara. This Kingdom, that again sent

a mission to China in about 647, became extended and 28 small kingdoms recognised its supreme

authority. According to another Chinese report this Kingdom was excellently governed by

Queen Sima.

The earliest particulars of the history of Central Java are inscriptions by King Sanjaya (about 732)

and the foundation deed of the Temple of Kalasan, near Jogjakarta, of 776 A. D. Kalasan is

11
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situated not far to the east of present day Jogjakarta, and presumably the temple Tjandi-Sari,
between Kalasan and Prambanan served in addition as a monastery.
Several princely names are referred to in the various inscriptions in Central Java. The name of
their kingdom, Mataram, occurs firstly in 9 1 9, the centre of this was formed by Kedoe, Jogjakarta
and Soerakarta and their authority extended over a part of East Java and to the north-east,
as far as to the Sea of Java. Their princely residence Medang Kamoelan lay, it is thought, on
the ridge of hills separating the plains Prambanan and Sorogedoeg. A deep moat, a ring rampart
with gates, a bathing place and a pond indicate a large princely residence.
In 813, 827, 835 and between 860 and 873, envoys were again delegated to China, just as those
sent between 766 and 779, these were called Kalingers. According to Arab reports, Kedah, in

Malacca, important owing to its tin mines, in the middle of the 9th century was under the rule
of the Maharajah of Java. It is to be read, on an inscription from Further India, that one of the
Mataram princes, challenged to a war, conquered that kingdom in the beginning of the 10,h

century. That Javanese prince further possessed numerous islands with many volcanoes, rich

in gold and spices, "so densely populated was his country that the early morning cock-crowing
sounded as a running fire throughout the whole kingdom".
This was not the only time that Javanese princes made conquests away from the Archipelago.
A regular history of these cannot be compiled, much may have happened of which no echo
resounds to our times. A few facts, casually preserved, cause more to be presumed.
Thus the Sayabidja (this is the Arabic plural of Sabadji, derived via a Persian Sawagi from
the Tamil name Cawagam = Sanskrit, Jawakam = Java) with the gypsies who were at that

time there and with the Arabs, advanced together against the Persians. This took place in the

Persian Gulf. In 1277, and again, some years later, the Javanese, under their King Tjandra-
bhanoe, made two invasions into Ceylon that was then under the rule of Para Kramabahoe III

(1266—1301). The description of this has only been preserved in the largest Pali-chronicle of

Ceylon, the Mahavamsa. No King Tjandrahanoe is known in Java, the name, that signifies

moon ray, however, does frequently occur in translations in many forms, as Damar Woelan,
Nawang Woelan Tjandrakirana.

Active shipping to the west, far beyond the Archipelago, must have existed. At least we
read that Javanese vessels carried on trade in Sofala, in Africa, opposite Madagascar. The
numerous large buildings of Central Java, still existing at the present time, indicate that great

prosperity prevailed. The Buddhist Tjandi-Mendoet arose between 778 and 938, a commence-
ment was probably made with the great, world famous Bara Boedoer, that work must have
taken tens of years, in 850.

In the early years of the 10th century, the plain of Prabanan, in Central Java, was a religious

centre full of temples. Many learned and poetical works must have been written in that time,

a Sanscrit grammar, in old Javanese, dates from 775. It was Java's first prosperous period,

perhaps the greatest. Gradually the centre was transferred more to the east. From the reign

of King Balitoeng, in 900, who resided in Blitar, the aspect of the East appears to have steadily

increased. After the disappearance of the Central Java kingdom (about 928) Mpoe Sindok, in

his residence in Kahoeripan (S. Sourabaya) became ruler over Pasoeroehan, Sourabaya, Kediri

and probably over Bali, during his entire reign, which lasted till 994, he called himself, he was
an ardent Buddhist, Prince of Mataram.
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A golden period: "The perishable world brought forth fruits and enjoyed prosperity".
Under Cri Makoetawangca (about 944) Buddhism was supplanted by Wishnuism. One of his

successors was Er-Langga (1010—1042) who had experienced an extremely romantic history
in his youth and who had fought against several princes from overseas, Javanese litterature

flourished under him. The Sanscrit giant epoc of Mahabharata was translated, the ancient
Javanese Ramayana was probably composed. One of the greatest poets of his Court was Kanva,
the composer of that splendid poem Ardjoena Wiwaha. It is impossible to leave unquoted a
short incident from that poem.

"Stepping cheerfully forth he reached the top of the mountain in the early morning. The cattle

grazing on the mountain slopes stared at the heavenly nymphs with timid glances, the new
sprouts of the dark coloured cinnamon trees exhibited the most beautiful red, as if they would
compete with the red of their nippels, or the lips opening to allow the sweetest flattery to be
heard. The morning mist enveloped the beauty of the trees of the woods, it was only what
was close by that exhibited itself in clearly designed lines. The yellow of the flowers appeared
to fade, the buzzing of the bees was heard without their being seen. The peacock's tail, however,
was a splendid screen, extended over the leafless trunk of the sandle-wood tree. The stones of the

hermit's cave exhibited themselves in pure white, as if they dressed themselves with a friendly

glow to receive charming guests. And while the latter admired all those beautiful things, all became
more and more lively on the path thereto. A burning desire made itself master of the beautiful

nymphs, for in space a splendid rainbow made itself manifest and the small raindrops, reflected

by the sunrays, aroused envy in their feelings. The rocks raised their summits above ravines

so deep as the steep precipices, the mountain stream flung itself in the valley, bubbling through

the clefts of the reefs. The swallows screamed through the air and the beauties uttered a cry.

The trees were conscious of their vicinity, they showed themselves affected and extended their

twigs to wave a friendly greeting to them."

The language in which the original is written is old Javanese that first became known in

Europe through van Humboldt's celebrated work "Uber die Kawi-sprache auf der Insel Java",

which language, on the whole, from the most ancient documents, down till medieval Javanese,

has remained true to itself. In this Sanscrit words in large numbers are frequently met with,

so that the whole forms a harmonious mixture. The metre of these poems is quantitative

just as Latin, Greek, Arabic, Persian and Sanscrit poetry, and the names of the despised, con-

cerning which old Javanese manuscripts exist, are the same as those of the richest metre of

the world: that of Sanscrit.

These ancient Javanese poems, frequently of great length, are almost without exception, to

be rated very highly, they may indeed be spoken of as classics.

At 50 years of age, King Er-Langga became a hermit in the Poegawat hermitage. Owing to

this king's daughter, the heiress presumptive to the throne, having become a nun, the father

became involved in difficulties concerning the succession. In mysterious manner, through the

magician Arya Bharad, the kingdom was divided into two parts, thus arose the kingdom Ke-

diri or Daha and that of Djenggala that were separated by a wall and a river. The princes of

ancient Java were considered as incarnations of the gods, even during their lives. Among the

portraits of them appears the figure of the one or other God, in the manner of an apothesis

among the classic nations. That of Er-Langga is in the figure of Wishnu.

15
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A flashing up, in the dark period, after the celebrated Er-Langga, was the no less celebrated

Djayabaya. His government, however, only lasted a short while, in 1051 his predecessor was

already reigning and in 1062 his successor, but in that time, several famous old Javanese works

appeared, such as the Bharatayoedda, at present, in its new Javanese form, is much less beauti-

ful than in the original, the most popular of all these manuscripts. Already much in this is in

native vogue, an indication that the Javanese mentality has superceded the Hindu mentality

on the island. Among the Javanese of to-day Djayabaya is considered as the founder of the

messianic kingdom.

In the beginning of the 13th century inToeapel, the youthful Ken Angrok, who began life as

a highwayman, was able gradually to obtain the office of district chief and to extend his author-

ity until he had a great part of Djenggala in his power, upon which he assumed the title of

King. In 1222 he defeated the prince of Kediri in the battle near Ganter. Under the title of

King Radjasa he reigned till 1247 when, on the order of his step-son, he was murdered. The

supremacy was thus transferred to Toemapel (Singsari).

The fifth and last king of Toemapel was Kertanagara (1268— 1292), who sent an expedition

to the countries situated beyond Java, such as Sumatra and Bali. He insulted the Chinese

envoys of Choebilai Khan, resulting in an expedition by that Mongolian ruler of China who
also attacked Japan. The equipment of that expedition was described by the famous Italian

traveller, Marco Polo, who was for a number of years at the latter's Court.

Even before that force reached Java, Kertanagara had already been brought to a fall by his

Viceroy of Kediri, Djayatwang. In 1292 the Chinese-Mongolian forces landed in Toeban,

Widjaya, Kertanagara's son, submitted himself to the Chinese under condition that they assisted

him in his struggle against Kediri. But Widjaya, who had founded the city Madjapahit previous

to the coming of the expedition, was besieged by Djayakatwang in that city and the Chinese

relieved him, upon this the Chinese and Widjaya's troops forced their way through to the

capital of Kediri, which was taken by storm. Some days later Djayakatwang was taken prisoner.

Widjaya was later able to rid himself of his allies by attacking their rear, so that the Chinese

again took ship. Under the name of Kertaradjasa, Widjaya mounted the throne of Madjapahit,

to become deceased after a calm reign (1309). Of this prince too a portrait prevails: It is the

statue well-known under the name Djaka Dolok, in Sourabaya.

We are particularly well informed concerning the conditions and history of his kingdom,

Madjapahit, that is considered by the present-day Javanese as the culminating point of Java's

history, we have a few comprehensive historical works, one of which, the Nagarakrtagma,

is a real work of art in poetry. It is written in old Javanese, while the Ken Angrok is composed
in the language of that time, medieval Javanese. The period of prosperity of Madjapahit fell

under the reign of King Hayam Woerok (1350—1389). It was the period of Gadjah Mada,
a Government administrator since 1331, a man of genius, famous as a lawyer, statesman and
soldier, who had a great share in the conquest of many islands. Several lists of the countries

that were under Madjapahit show us that practically the entire Indies Archipelago was then

under Java, an area that was somewhat larger than the part of the island-kingdom that is at

present under the authority of the Netherlands. Even West-Java, that was mostly independent

in the past centuries, was subdued under the Kings of Padjadjaran.

In Hayam Woeroek's time poems were again produced, such as the Soetasoma, the Ardjoe-









nawidjaya, ofTantoelar and several buildings, such asTjandi Djawi, Panataran (both somewhat
older), Djaboeng, Rimba and, in the second half of that century, Tegalwangi and Soerawana.

The King died in 1389 and the period of prosperity gradually declined, the Outer Possession

was lost. Probably Madjapahit fell in 1 478 (the year that is also given in the Javanese chron-

icles) as a consequence of an invasion of the Hindu prince whose kingdom lay in N. E. Kediri

and S. W. Sourabaya, the city, however, was not destroyed by him, and even in 1521 was
spoken of as a distinguished city. Gradually, however, Hinduism had to give way to the religion

of the Moslems who had forced their way in as merchants. D
The struggle for supremacy between Hinduism and Islam, however, was not yet decided, when
the Portuguese arrived in Java in 1511. These people, as traditional opponents of Islam, whom
they had driven out of their own country, were considered as welcome allies by the Prince

of Madjapahit. And when Madjapahit had fallen, the Portuguese were only able to maintain

themselves in the extreme east corner, in Balambangan and in the Sunda lands. When their

plan to build a settlement in Sunda Kalapa (Djakatra) approached completion. Islam also

acquired supremacy in that part of Java, apparently a means of combatting those hated

foreigners who had destroyed the whole of the trade of the Javanese to Malacca was seen

in this. The West Javanese kingdom of Padjadjaran was swept away and the Moslem Bantam

arose that gradually, after the Portuguese had been driven out, became the principal port of

the Archipelago. D
It was here in 1596 that the Dutch fleet, under Cornelis Houtman, dropped anchor, but owing

to the pretensions and the incitement of the Portuguese, who had become reconciled with

Bantam, in the meantime, he then left there as an enemy. Upon the second arrival of the fleet,

however, under Jac. Corn, van Neck, Bantam and the Portuguese were again enemies and the

Dutch were heartily received. In those days Hinduism was in its last phase. After many struggles

the Moslem kingdom, Mataram, the core of which was situated in the present-day Jogjakarta

Residence, acquired the upper hand. D
The Dutch, or rather their commercial company, the United East Indies Company, extended

their power by degrees. Their policy was to intervene in the questions concerning succession,

by supporting the weaker party which mostly bought assistance from it. For that, however,

they always claimed full compensation, consisting mostly in the renunciation of areas of ground.

This took place, e.g. on the death of Sultan Amangkoerat (1646—1677). The stupefied prince

advised his son, who reigned as Amangkoerat II (1677—1703), to entrust the kingdom to

"Captain Moor", as the Dutch Governor was called by the Javanese. After the death of

Amangkoerat II, in 1703, the raising of the Crown Prince to Soenan was prevented by the

Dutch, so arose the first Javanese war of succession. In September 1705, the Dutch candidate.

Prince Poeger, was paid homage to under the name of Pakoe Boewana I. This new ruler again

in September 1705 renounced advantges and land to the Dutch.

Meanwhile the country was never at rest and disturbances prevailed which steadily increased.

The dissatisfied, under the leadership of Soerapati, who had been a slave and later became an

officer under the Dutch, emigrated to East Java. U
The new Soenan Amangkoerat IV (1719-1727) who meanwhile ascended the throne, was

compelled to seek aid from the Dutch in Semarang. Reinforcements were sent out from Holland,

and with these an end was put to the second Javanese war of succession. The result again:
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great concessions in land and many advantages to the Dutch. Their first cultivations appeared
at this time. rn

A great Chinese rising occurred in 1740. The Soenan supported the insurgents. In 1742 Karta-
soera was conquered by the insurgents and order was restored in 1749. Pakoe Boewana II

(1727—1743) before his death, handed the kingdom over to the Dutch, he not desiring that the
Crown Prince should succeed him. After his death, the Crown Prince became ruler, under the
title Pakoe Boewana III. Opposition was conducted by Prince Mangkoe Boemi who, mean-
while, had himself proclaimed in Jogjakarta, the old Karta, that was destroyed in 1677, as

Soenan. His following was great, that of the minor Prince was small. Raden Mas Sayid was
an ally of Mangkoe Sayid, with whom, however, after four years of war, he became an enemy.
Owing to this, Mangkoe Boemi decided to enter into negotiations, with the result that half

Mataram was ceded to him in 1755. This is the origin of the Sultanate Jogjakarta. The other

state is that of the Emperor of Soerakarta. Two years later Raden Mas Sayid concluded peace,

he also obtained a share of land, this is the origin of the princely house of Mangkoe Nagara.

The Dutch Company continually extended its power. Thus, Bantam was converted into a

vassal state in 1 753. The extreme east of Java was conquered between 1767 and 1772. In 1774

a better regulation was effected between the Javanese princes.

In the meantime world occurrences had taken place in Europe that also made their influence felt

in Java. The East India Company ceased to exist. Through Governor General Daendels, the

Sultanate Cheribon lost the last vestige of its former greatness, unreasonable treaties were imposed

upon the Javanese princes. The cultivations were steadily being more intensively worked.

The English invasion took place in September 1 8 1 1 , a consequence of war between that nation

and Napoleon, Holland having been practically conquered by him. Raffles, the English Governor

General, again imposed a new treaty on the kingdom of Soerakarta, or Solo, in 1811, by which

that kingdom had again to cede this, that or the other. Jogjakarta came into opposition, as

counterweight of that Sultanate, on March 17th
, 1813, Raffles instituted the Principality Pakoe

Alam, the fourth Javanese Principality.

The Dutch regained their power in Java in 1814. D
We shall terminate our very brief historical review here. We shall not go deeply into a review

concerning the newer history of Java, for our only purpose was to show that the people of

Java have a very ancient history, viz: culture. D
We conclude with a few words concerning the relations of the Javanese with the Dutch.

Provided indonesian extremism and Dutch conservatism are not carried to their zenith, every-

thing is to be expected for the progress of country and people, and verily this is honestly and

earnestly aimed at by the best sections of both nations. Java has assisted in making Holland

a great and significant nation, on the other hand, however, Java has much to learn from the

powers of organisation of the Dutch, of their knowledge of material and economic affairs, and

from their energy and persistence. Java, with its ancient eastern culture, assisted by the dynamic

force of a western civilisation as that of the Dutch, may look forward to a great future.

III. CIVILISATION

With such a history, viz: periodical incursions of foreign civilisations, it could not be otherwise

_ than that, among the Javanese an extremely remarkable culture should arise. It is still unknown
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how old is the civilisation of Java. The
Malay-Polynesian race, however, is

said to have had an extremely remark-

able, high culture, how could it be

otherwise to have become spread over

such an extensive territory of the earth ?

Perhaps the particularly remarkable

symptoms of culture of the Polyne-

sians and Micronesians which, as is

known, are on an extremely high level,

are to be considered as the remains of

this.

To this rich, extremely original found-

ation, Indo-Arian civilisation was
added later. For more than a 1 000 years

Java maintained relations with various

areas of Peninsular India. Frequently

our country has not only acquired very

much from the mainland of Asia, but

also from the great anti-Thetic civili-

sation, this it made its own. Conserv-
ative as the Javanese are, in the manner
of the English, they retained the one
as well as the other.

Peninsular India, further India, China,

Persia and Arabia yielded the founda-

tions for that remarkable civilisation,

not to be compared with anything. ,' ° Javanese ornaments.
else that is, sometimes, spoken of as

Javanism and which has made of our national life an amazing combination.

Much has already been written concerning the people of Java, mostly by the Dutch, some
English also, while German manuscripts also exist, nevertheless, the world in its entirety is

still but slightly conscious of the characteristic culture of Java. It is only in most recent times

that this appears to have been discovered. Attention is now being drawn to all the material,

Javanese cultural possessions that have been ennobled by art. The Javanese is clothed in gar-

ments that are dyed under an extremely laborious process which, in more recent times, has

found imitators in artistic circles also in Europe and in the United States, retaining the Javanese

name (batik). Its national weapon, the creese, is a product of wrought work, with a sheath and

hilt which, especially among the more well-to-do people of our race, are masterpieces of the

jeweller's art. Further, our literature consists of verses which, just as elsewhere on the earth, are

sung in a rythm that deviates entirely from what is known in Europe. Our dances have made
their entry even into the most refined circles of modern society. I might go on still further so,

a proof that art is in the blood and bone of my fellow-countrymen. D

Autochromo Tassilo Adam.
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And how could it be otherwise? Java is an exceptional country, it is the most densely populated
tropical country of the world. Of all the so greatly gifted Malay-Polynesian peoples, the Javan-
ese are the only people who may be spoken of as a nation in the modern sense.

It is impossible, of course, to describe here in these few pages, the entire civilised life of a nation.

One is compelled to limit oneself, a selection must be made. The garment of the genuine
Javanese is not the sarong of the Malays, i. e. a cloth, the ends of which are sewn together

in the form of a cylinder, but the kain pandjang or kain lepas, as this is called in the Malay
language and djarit, as it is named in Javanese, the ends of which are not sewn together, but

hang loosely over each other. Upon ceremonial occasions the dodot is worn by distinguished

people, this is practically the same garment, but longer and more artistically draped around
the body. Among women the skirt, at present called tapih, is wound twice around the body,

they further wear the kemban over the upper part of the body and also a shawl, the slendang.

The Court costume of men requires that the upper part of the body should be naked. All of

these articles of clothing are of batik.

Cloth ornamentation by a process of art is native to South Asia and from there it has spread

throughout the whole world. Who is there that at present still thinks that the European form

of decoration of wall-paper and of various materials in similar style, are derived from S. Penin-

sular Indian patterns, which came to Europe by the Persian-Arabianroute.

We now come to the weapons of the Javanese, a product of wrought metal art work, the

creese. This is made of layers of nickel containing iron, from meteor stones and ordinary steel

welded together in an extremely laborious process. The result is that certain whimsical stripes

and spots occur on the blade, a sort of damask pattern, creating a highly artistic impression.

The hilt of the weapon is set with gold and precious stones, as is the sheath, veritable master-

pieces of the goldsmith's work of art. There is no people of the earth that has a weapon that

is national to this degree. The creese probably dates from the most ancient times. Several

patterns prevail of the design of the white nickel veins in the black steel, all with names of

their own. Generally the nomenclature connected with this weapon is properly comprised in

a special, small dictionary. The whimsical hilt was, in olden times, a prehistoric figure. Each

small point of the hilt has a name of its own that is derived from the human body. D
The goldsmith's art still prevailing in Java, but which is declining, carries us to sculpture which,

in former centuries was on a very high standard. Numerous temples are covered, for miles and

miles, with reliefs with innumerable figures, sometimes with spendid representations of plants,

such as are only found among Chinese and Japanese artists. One of the finest masterpieces of

Javanese sculpture is the world renowned Prajnaparamita, which, brought the Parisians into

an ecstasy at an exhibition some time ago. Nor must the old art of building in Java be forgotten!

Hindu in form, in so far as that, just as this, was a free building art, viz: not bound to the definite

purpose of serving as residence or to contain a space for gatherings, such as almost everywhere

in the world (excepting, however, the pyramids) was the object of the hampered art of building.

On becoming independent, this Hindu-Javanese building art is an entirely, equally valuable

sister of the building styles of the mainland of Peninsular India. How we should like to show

you our temples: the gigantic Bara-boedoer, Tjandi Prambanan in Central Java, and Tjandi

Singasari, Tjandi Djago or Tjandi Toempang, Tjandi Kidal and Tjandi Djawi in East Java and

still many others, all with a character of their own, having no likeness with each other.
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That building and sculpturing art, however, became ruined in Java, owing to the country having

changed its religion, from the ancient Hindu religions of Buddhism and Ciwanism, Wishnuism
which, as is known, is opposed to statues. Nothing of this remains, except wood carving, which,

especially in Djapara, still produces splendid specimens, finding admirers everywhere in Europe.

One of the apartments of the Royal Palace in The Hague is decorated entirely with the works

of these Djapara artists.

Other ornamental arts are the chasing and carving of copper. Though that is on the decline,

just as among brass casting, men are still to be found who are endeavourjng to retain the

artistic line of their handiwork. Thus it is seen that all domestic articles of the Javanese are

enriched by art.

It cannot be otherwise than that the amusements of that race are also under the influence of art.

There is then in the first place the renowned Javanese wajang or marionette theatre. Investi-

gations of recent years have shown that the marionette theatre was, in earlier times, in vogue

in other countries of the world. Though this may have prevailed elsewhere in the world,

nowhere is it so artistically treated, and this also on all sides, as with the wajang. The dolls

that are used in the wajang poerwa, which is the most ancient form of wajang, are of a very

special style. Europeans who see them for the first time appear only to become accustomed

to them later. That style, in which the Javanese also draw, even the smallest little boy, really

dominates the entire art of drawing and painting of Java, and various theories prevail concerning

its origin that must explain it.

These figures of the wajang poerwa are cut out of buffalo hide and are richly coloured and

gilded. They are cut out by means of fine chisels in that singular style that is customarily spoken

of, in Dutch works, as the Wajang-style and, which has exercised an influence upon Dutch

painters, such as e.g. the celebrated Jan Toorop. The Javanese can readily recognise each figure,

small details of form, clothing etc. and immediately there comes into their minds the numberless

histories of the adventures which those mystical personages have passed through in the extensive

repertoire of the pieces and by which the character of each is defined. The number of these

figures is exceptionally great, hence such a set sometimes has a considerable value. D
All these figures appear behind a large, extended linen screen, the kelir, that is illuminated by

a sacred copper lamp of definite shape (the Blentjong). Below this is seated the exponent, the

Dalang, who must be an extremely intelligent man and who occupies a considerable position

in Javanese society. He is impressario, actor, actor-manager, literary man, musician, all in one

person, he must be well-spoken and have a good share of humour at his disposition to be able

to entertain the company before whom he plays. The marionette theatre, formerly also known

in Europe, but never in so fine a setting as is the case in Java, found favour in Europe among

extremely fine feeling poets, we only mention here, Goethe and Maeterlinck. In the wajang

a much finer unity of combined acting is actually to be achieved than on the real stage, which

stands out coarsely in comparison. The dalang has everything under his control, with his dolls

he acts as fate. For such a versatile, gifted artist, as a German world tourist observed, no coun-

terpart is anywhere to be found, nor can he, in his all embracing appearances, hardly be under-

stood by the foreigner: "the dalang represents the most genuine and most original product of

oriental life and art, something of the most absolute incarnation of the orient." The Javanese

learns something from and finds comfort in the wajang, he lives entirely according to this. The
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A wajang figure batiked on cloth. Autochrome Tasslo Adam.
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wajang is considered by him as a kind of religion, prabably this has also a religious origin. At

all events, there is a philosophic motive to the wajang. D
Other kinds of wajangs also prevail, each with a repertoire of its own. There is also a stage,

with living players, we, however, are only desirous of saying something further concerning the

wajang-berber. This wajang consists of a long roll of paper with, for the European, extremely

characteristic pictures, in a strange Javanese, mysteriously affecting style, these are repeatedly

rolled off, while this is going on, the exponent narrates the history of the figures depicted.

With the wajang-poerwa also belongs the characteristic Javanese music, that of the gamelen,

consisting, for the greater part, of beaten instruments. This is so greatly distinguished from

European music, so much so, as has been proved by experimental investigations, that it was

impossible to render Javanese music accurately upon European instruments. A European has

great difficulty in taking a Javanese melody to himself, European music is an expression of

innate life, and is partial, hence it is remarkable that among the musical instuments of teutonic

countries, it is only wind instruments that are found. Javanese music is impartial. The Javan-

ese desires that nature itself shall speak to him in music. Further it is a difference such as be-

tween a day full of sunlight and a night illuminated bij moonlight.

Two scales are known in Java: the salendro, consisting of five tones, and the pelog, consisting

of seven tones.

On judging foreign music, an endeavour should be made to completely eliminate the European

scale and consider this as something entirely apart. Old European church music was also com-

posed upon a totally different system than that prevailing at the present time. With regard

to what sounds more or less good is a matter of what we are accustomed to, falsity of tone

is a convention. It was only in the 13th century that a return was made to the idea that great

or small thirds and great or small sextets are discords, as the Greeks had alleged. D

A full orchestra consists of 25 players (niyaga). There are gamelen airs for salendro and for

pelog and most have a definite tendency. There are those that are played either for the wel-

coming of guests, or on their departure, on the commencement of a festivity, etc. Javanese

music is on the decline. According as experts assert but little that is good has been composed,

the actual classics have come down from the 17th century.

Other instruments are availed of in the Sunda areas than in Central Java, i.a. the angkloeng,

bamboo tubes of various sizes that are shaken, owing to which they produce musical tones,

the ketjapi (guitar) and the tarawangsa, which latter, judging by the name, is of Hindu origin.

The Javanese art of dancing (beksan) has also gradually acquired Europe's interest simultan-

eously with the revival of dancing in the modern world. A Javanese dancer requires long years

of thorough preparation and training. It is extremely difficult to retain the mastery oyer the

simultaneous movements of the arms, legs and neck, as is required for this dance Several styles

are known, these are again divided into all manner of variations. The art of dancing is at its

zenith at the Courts of the Javanese Princes, dancers and danseuses are called here, bedaya,

the most celebrated dance being the serimpi, in which four persons perform A consequence

of the cultivation of that dance is the strong rhythmic feeling and beauty of demonstra ion,

gracious movement that is peculiar to the entire race. Veritably, to be able to participate in

Javanese life, to say nothing of judging of this, more is required than the learning oi some

badly pronounced sentences. For that purpose self-culture is required and self-control, such



as are but seldom the characteristics of anyone. And yet, without Javanese rhythms, Javanese

cannot be correctly spoken. In addition there is also the factor **J*™*»£^*
several kinds of languages. Of these there are eight variations o which^'^^
high language, and ngoko, the most common, are the most typical. Command of these require

an enormous self-control. This selection of the correct word is accompanied by the fa that

the Javanese are alwavs extremely susceptible to variations, this accounts for the gentleness

of their nature, which/as a matter of fact, has even been praised in several Javanese work.

However gladly we should like to say something here concerning Javanese literature, the space

allotted to us does not allow of this. ,

Was it not Confucius who pointed out how decisive a good attitude is for the entire state of

mind? How will anyone, accustomed to the agitated life of the modern world, ever be able to

adapt himself to Javanese life, where the same spirit still prevails as that which prevailed among

the peoples of antiquity? The morals and customs of Java are of just as much poesy as those of

the poems of Homer and Ovid, ancient life has continued to live in our island. U

The Javanese is an agriculturist, all his dealings with Nji Sri and Dewi Sri, the rice goddess, are

veiled with a poetic tint. Towards the time when the rice begins to ripen, little watchinghouses

are erected in the fields, from which wires extend in all directions throughout the rice fields

(sawah), to which rattling instruments are attached to scare the birds. As the time approaches

when the rice plant begins to bud, a time when, in the eyes of the Javanese, it is pregnant, he

treats it just as a pregnant woman who has fancies. That is why such delicacies, such as are

generally pleasing to a pregnant woman, are thrown into the irrigating water. Before harvesting

begins, a doekoen, a Javanese herbalist, calling upon Dewi Sri (Ceres), has to search the field

for the stalks that shall represent the rice bride and bridegroom. These are bound together,

spoken to,. decorated with flowers and protected against the sun by leaves. The wedding fes-

tivity is celebrated with a meal and then reaping begins. LI

This is generally done by women, harvesting is effected stalk for stalk with a small sickle, this

is held in the right hand, the stalks so reaped are collected in the left hand. The amazing loss

of time attaching to this cumbersome manner of harvesting the crop, is not taken account of

by the Javanese, against the favour of Dewi Sri, whose soul has flown into the rice. There are

definite requirements concerning the consumption of food by the reapers.

The rice harvest gives youth the most splendid opportunities of entering into tender engage-

ments. The storing of rice in the barns also gives reason for all manner of festivities, the bridal

chamber is put in order, with all kinds of necessities for the bridal pair. Some bundles, repre-

senting the bride's companions, are laid down near the bride and bridegroom. Thus rice is

treated as a human being. D
What a poetical spirit is expressed by all these actions! Thus the whole of our Javanese life

is a continual practice of practical poesy. Life glides restfully forth, interrupted by continual

festivities, slametans, upon all opportunities. Is it any wonder then that our people should

consider this living of poetry as the highest thing on earth, that frequently they become im-

poverished by the many expenses attaching to this? Thus is the life of the humblest Javanese an

absorption in beauty owing to the many sensorial morals and customs enveloping our national

life in a haze of poesy, such as is innate in but few peoples.
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